
 

Energy Night – Optimizing the Power Grid  

“Smart Technologies for Power Transmission and Distribution” 
 

The Norwegian Consulate General and Innovation Norway have the honor of welcoming Gavin Dillingham, 

PhD, CCP, Vice President Research, Energy HARC to give us background on the US Power Industry 

including some of the challenges the power systems are faced with. The introduction will be followed by 

representatives from the high tech companies; Heimdall Power, Kongsberg Digital, Agder Energi and 

NODES who will be presenting cutting edge technologies and solutions for smart power supply, distribution 

and market operation. Please join us for interesting presentations and a great opportunity for networking 

at Norway House! 

 

Dr. Gavin Dillingham is Vice President of Research and leads HARC’s Energy team. In 

this role, he also serves as Director of the US Department of Energy’s (DOE) Southcentral 

and Upper West Combined Heat and Power TAP. Dr. Dillingham joined HARC in 2012 

where he leads multi-stakeholder efforts focusing on policy and programs to improve the 

climate resilience of power infrastructure and built environment and to help usher in the 

energy transition via a variety of clean energy initiatives 

Presentations of technologies for smarter grids by:  

• Heimdall Power 

• Kongsberg Digital 

• Agder Energi 

• NODES  

Venue: Norway House, 3410 West Dallas Street, Houston, Texas 77019 

Time: Thursday, May 26, 2022, 5:00 p.m. – 8:00 p.m.  

There is no charge for attendance. Complimentary valet parking. 

RSVP   kari.anne.lien@innovationnorway.no by Friday, May 20, 2022  
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Heimdall Power, Presented by Robert Gordon Mork, Vice President for International Regulatory Affairs 

Dynamic Line Rating and wind – a natural synergy  

Wind energy has seen tremendous growth over the last few years, both in Texas and around the world.  But 

there is simply not enough grid capacity to keep up. Dynamic Line Rating (DLR) technologies can help.  Not 

only can they free up an average of 33% more grid capacity, they can make it available precisely when it is 

needed most. Heimdall Power will present a case study showing the real-world synergies between DLR and 

adding new wind capacity. 

Kongsberg Digital, Presented by Marianne Blikø, Growth Manager, Renewables & Utilities 

Digital twins for grid operators – buzzword or reality? 

With the electrification of the energy systems, the pressure on the power grid infrastructure and those operating 

the grid has increased considerably. In order to accelerate the electrification and enable the green shift, it is 

important to utilize the existing networks as efficiently as possible. How can digitalization, digital twins and 

contextualized data support increasing energy system complexity and enable future grid operations? 

Agder Energi, Presented by Rune Hogga, Innovation Director and Chair of NODES, Enfo ang gridtools 

Collaborative approach to building the intelligent grid of the future 

The rise of distributed energy resources, electrification of the grid and progressions in intelligent cloud 

technologies are advancing smart grid operations. A collaborative approach to these trends opens significant 

opportunities for utilities to improve network efficiency and new technologies to provide ancillary services in 

order to prepare the grid for increasing energy consumption and improved renewable integration. Agder 

Energi will share the story about how an idea to defer a grid investment evolved to an award winning smart 

grid project, an integrated market design and innovative business models across the flexibility value chain.  

NODES, Presented by Richard Sarti, CEO 

Paving the way for flexibility  

NODES is paving the way for flexibility and contributes to shaping the energy market of the future in Europe 

and Canada. Together with partners, we are exploring how a flexibility marketplace can create a more efficient 

energy system by digitalizing the whole value chain. Our projects enable new and existing Distributed Energy 

Resource (DER) owners to monetize their assets and inform greater price discovery around flexibility 

availability and scarcity in the grid. NODES will share learnings about how we are creating a more efficient 

network where grid owners can make more informed decisions on where to invest or defer investment, and how 

we are creating greater social welfare for consumers. 

 

 

 

 


